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SVEN SPS-614 40W Bluetooth Speakers (black)
SVEN  SPS-614  speakers  are  the  perfect  choice  for  those  looking  for  great  sound  in  a  compact  size.  Sven  bookshelf  speakers  have
impressive  sound  capabilities  -  the  total  power  of  40  watts  makes  them  perfect  for  medium-sized  rooms.  Their  pleasing  minimalist
design, enhanced by the adjustment knobs on the side panel, creates a harmonious whole that will fit into almost any interior.
 
Clear sound without distortion
The solid MDF enclosure conceals two speakers: a low-frequency (Ø 100 mm) and a high-frequency (Ø 25 mm), which combine to deliver
a full range of tones (40 Hz - 22 kHz), providing both deep bass and clear highs. Their total power output of 40 watts means they will
easily  fill  the  space  of  a  medium-sized  room with  high-quality  sound.  In  addition,  magnetic  shielding  allows  you  to  enjoy  clear  sound
without interference.
 
Several connection options
SVEN SPS-614 speakers stand out not only for their high sound quality, but also for their versatility. With the music source of your choice,
you  can  connect  it  either  via  audio  cable  or  Bluetooth.  In  addition,  the  built-in  headphone  jack  makes  it  easy  to  quickly  switch  to
headphones when needed. 
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Elegant design
The  sensual  elegance  of  the  SVEN  SPS-614  comes  from  its  black  finish  and  open  speakers,  which  give  it  a  unique  character  akin  to
premium models. These speakers will not only deliver excellent sound, but will also be an interesting decorative element in a space.
 
In the set
Speakers - 2 pcs.
Stereo 2RCA to mini-jack (Ø 3.5 mm) signal cable x 1
Audio cable x 1
Owner's manual x 1
Warranty card x 1
	Manufacturer.
	SVEN
	Model
	SPS-614
	Manufacturer code
	SV-020262
	Output power (RMS)
	40 WATT (2 × 20 WATT)
	Frequency range
	40 - 22,000 Hz
	Tweeter diameter
	Ø 25 mm
	Diameter of woofer
	Ø 100 mm
	Magnetic shielding 
	yes
	Power supply 
	~ 220 V / 50 Hz
	Housing material 
	wood (MDF)
	Dimensions (W × H × D)
	143 × 250 × 175 mm
	Weight
	4 kg
	Color 
	black

Price:

€ 77.99
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